
“We at NIN Ventures understand the significance of these 
digital currency advances and will now be accepting
 Litecoin and Dogecoin, in addition to Bitcoin, through our 

partnership with Snapcard. ”-Nin Desai, CEO
NIN Ventures Opening Doors to Litecoin and Dogecoin Owners 

          

Digital Currency Introduction Packet

NIN Ventures has teamed up with SnapCard to let digital currency owners invest in the NIN Ventures 
Technology (QP) Fund.  To invest in NIN Ventures using Bitcoin, Litecoin, or Dogecoin via SnaCard, you 
must first sign up on www.nin.vc and verify that you are an accredited investor. The next step is to com-
plete the subscription documents. Then finally select payment using SnapCard, and select the type of 
currency i.e. Bitcoin, Litecoin, or Dogecoin. Given the daily fluctuations in Digital Currency pricing, the 

settlement price will be based on the day of the initial / final close.

Note: NIN Ventures is currently only open to US accredited investors & entities. Dates for both initial / final 
close will be notified in advance. The initial close will be when the fund reaches $10 million and final close 

at $25 million. 

SNAPCARD offers a suite of products and ser-
vices which are designed to make it easy for the 
average consumer or business to use Bitcoin,
Litecoin, Dogecoin, and other alternative 
digital currencies. Founded in 2013, SNAPCARD is 
focused to help bring liquidity to the 
digital currency community. SNAPCARD is 
headquartered in San Francisco, Califor-
nia with offices in Australia, and Canada.

About SnapCard
NIN Ventures (or NIN.VC) is a first of its kind 
technology venture capital fund to be raised via 
Wolrd Wide Web. NIN.VC is a unique web-based 
opportunity for Accredited Investors to invest in a 
venture capital fund with a minimum investment 
of $100,000.  NIN Ventures will invest in financial 
serviceservices technology, education software, internet 
and digital media, mobile communication, cloud 
computing, 3-D printing, and other path-breaking 
technology companies in the United States.  

Visit www.nin.vc to 
SIGN UP and
begin your 
investment 
process.

About NIN Ventures

How do I Invest in NIN Ventures if I own Digital Currency?



FAQs
Q: What is Bitcoin?
A: Bitcoin is a consensus network that enables a new payment system and a completely digital money.      
It is the first decentralized peer-to-peer payment network that is powered by its users with no central         
authority or middlemen. From a user perspective, Bitcoin is pretty much like cash for the Internet.                  
Bitcoin can also be seen as the most prominent triple enty bookkeeping system in existance.

Q: What is Litecoin?Q: What is Litecoin?
A: Litecoin is a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency and open source software project released under the MIT/X11 
license and inspired by Bitcoin. Litecoin is based on an open source global payment network that is not 
controlled by any central authority. Litecoin differs from Bitcoins in aspects like faster block 
generation rate and use of scrypt as a proof of work scheme.

Q: What is Dogecoin?
A:A: Dogecoin is a peer-to-peer open source digital currency and falls under the category of altcoins. It is a 
decentralized virtual currency and uses peer-to-peer technology to carry out its operations. Dogecoin is 
scrypt based (i.e. based on a password key) and enables fast payments to anyone across the globe.

Q: Are Digital Currencies Legal?  
A: Digital currencies have not been made illegal by legislation in most jurisdictions. However, some 
jurisdictions severely restrict or ban foreign currencies. Other jurisdictions may limit the licensing of certain jurisdictions severely restrict or ban foreign currencies. Other jurisdictions may limit the licensing of certain 
entities such as Bitcoin exchanges. Regulators from various jurisdictions are taking steps to provide indi-
viduals and businesses with rules on how to integrate this new technology with the formal, regulated fi-
nancial system. For example, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), a bureau in the United 
States Treasury Department, issued non-binding guidance on how it characterizes certain activities in-
volving virtual currencies.

Q: What about taxes?  
A: Digital Currencies are not fiat currencies with legal tender status in any jurisdiction, but often tax 
liability accrues regardless of the medium used. There is a wide variety of legislation in many different ju-
risdictions which could cause income, sales, payroll, capital gains, or some other form of tax liability to 
arise with these currencies. Given NIN Ventures does not accept these currencies directly please check 
your jurisdiction for applicable taxes on cryptocurrency investment.
 
Q: Does NIN Ventures accept digital currency directly?  
A: No, we do not accept them directly into the NIN Ventures Technology (GP) Fund. We have teamed 
up with SnapCard to let digital currency oweners attain liquiidity.  
 
Q: How long is the settlement time?  
A: It takes 24 hours for settlement or the funds to be transfered from SnapCard to NIN.VC.
 
Q: When will be the initial and final close?  
A: Initial close of the fund will be at $10 million and final close will be when the fund reaches its $25 million A: Initial close of the fund will be at $10 million and final close will be when the fund reaches its $25 million 
goal. If you decide to “pay by SnapCard” you will be notified of the dates in advance. 
 
Q: Will the distributions be made in digital currencies?  
A: NIN Ventures Technology (QP) Fund only accepts $USD and distributions are made in $USD as well. 

Q: Whom should I call in case I have questions?  
A:  For investment questions call NIN Ventures directly at (312)-953-0930.  For digital currency payments, A:  For investment questions call NIN Ventures directly at (312)-953-0930.  For digital currency payments, 
call SnapCard at: (415)-374-7356. 






